OFFICE OF THE ADDL. DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION (INSPECTION)
ROOM NO. 9, OLD SECRETARIAT, GOVT. OF NCT OF DELHI

No.F.PA/Addl.DE(Ins.)/2013/59/437

Dated: 26.11.2013

ADVISORY

Whereas, Principal, Inspection Cell(HQ) was detailed to carry out inspection of some schools on day to day basis vide order No.F.PA/Addl.DE/2013-14/180 dated 01.10.2013.

And whereas, in compliance of the above order, Principal, Inspection Cell(HQ) inspected GGSSS, (ID-1514012), No.1, Khyala New Delhi at 7.30 PM on 14.11.2013 and found some staff/teachers of the school arrived late for duty/absent without any message from duty.

Now therefore, an advisory is issued to Sh/Smt. Madhu Anand, Principal (ID-19795176), GGSSS, (ID-1514012), No.1, Khyala, New Delhi to ensure the punctuality of the staff strictly.

This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

(UN)

(DR.MADHU RANI TEOTIA), IAS
ADDL.DIRECTOR(INSPECTION CELL)

Sh/Smt Madhu Anand, Principal (ID-19795176),
GGSSS, (ID-1514012),
No.1, khyala, New Delhi
Through DDE (West-A)

No.F.PA/Addl.DE(Ins.)/2013/59/

Dated: 26.11.2013

Copy to:

1. OS(IT), for uploading the order in the web site of the Department.

(UN)

(DR.MADHU RANI TEOTIA), IAS
ADDL.DIRECTOR(INSPECTION CELL)